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Your information 

First Name: Paul 

Last Name: Doherty 

Gender: Male 

Age: ███  

Context(s): Hong Kong / Macau 

Remarks:  

I need a formal name for business in Hong Kong.  

Email: █████@███████████ 

 

Your Chinese name 

 

in Traditional Chinese1 : 戴保羅 

in Simplified Chinese2 : 戴保罗 
 

1 Traditional Chinese is commonly used in Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. 

2 Simplified Chinese is commonly used in China. 

 

 
Pronunciation 
in Cantonese* 

Pronunciation 
in Mandarin^ 

Remarks 

戴 daai (daai3) dai (dài) 

“戴” is a common surname (last name) in Hong 

Kong, Macau, Taiwan and China. We suggest 
this surname because it resonates with the 
first syllable of your last name “Doherty”. 

保 bou (bou2) bao (bǎo) 
“保羅” is a decent and popular Chinese 

translation of your first name “Paul” in Hong 
Kong and Macau. “保” has a meaning of “care” 

in Chinese, so that your name “保羅” can give 

others a peaceful and positive impression. 
羅 / 罗 lo (lo4) luo (luó) 
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* Cantonese is the language commonly used in Hong Kong and Macau. 

^ Mandarin is the language commonly used in Taiwan and China. 

 

The above information is for reference only. We do not take any responsibility for any 

consequences of using the above information. 
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Your information 

First Name: Shirley 

Last Name: Murray 

Gender: Female 

Age: ███  

Context(s): Hong Kong / Macau 

Remarks:  

I am a musician. I am going to Hong Kong and have a few concerts. May I have a Chinese 

name used in my promotion materials? 

Email: █████@████████████ 

 

Your Chinese name 
 

in Traditional Chinese1 : 梅雪玲 

in Simplified Chinese2 : 梅雪玲 
 

1 Traditional Chinese is commonly used in Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. 

2 Simplified Chinese is commonly used in China. In your case, there is no difference when your   

  Chinese name is written in Traditional Chinese or Simplified Chinese. 

 

 
Pronunciation 
in Cantonese* 

Pronunciation 
in Mandarin^ 

Remarks 

梅 mui (mui4) mei (méi) 

“梅” is a common surname (last name) in Hong Kong, 

Macau, Taiwan and China. We choose this surname for 
you because it resonates with the first syllable of your 
last name “Murray”. “梅” also represents a beautiful 

traditional plant called “plum flower” in Asia. 

雪 syut (syut3) xue (xuě) 
“雪玲” is an elegant Chinese name, which resonates 

with your first name “Shirley”. “雪” means “snow” in 

Chinese. “玲” is a word commonly used in Chinese 

women’s names. 
玲 ling (ling4) ling (líng) 
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* Cantonese is the language commonly used in Hong Kong and Macau. 

^ Mandarin is the language commonly used in Taiwan and China. 

 

The above information is for reference only. We do not take any responsibility for any 

consequences of using the above information. 


